
1 // Illustrate simple behaviors of both the "vector" and "deque"
2 // objects.
3
4 #include <iostream>
5 // To use vector and deque, you must include the appropriate header
6 #include <vector>
7 #include <deque>
8
9 // namespace not required, but saves typing

10 using namespace std;
11
12 int main()
13 {
14 vector<int> v; // This creates an empty vector of integers
15 // vectors have a "size" member function to report the number
16 // of elements in the vector (should be zero in this case)
17 cout << "v has " << v.size() << " elements" << endl;
18 // Vectors can be "extended" by adding new elements at the end
19 // with the "push_back(int)" member function. The below adds
20 // 10 elements to the vector v
21 for (int i = 0; i < 10; ++i)
22 {
23 v.push_back(i);
24 }
25 // Size should now be 10
26 cout << "v now has " << v.size() << " elements" << endl;
27 // Vectors have an indexing "[]" operator
28 for (int i = 0; i < v.size(); ++i)
29 {
30 cout << "element " << i << " is " << v[i] << endl;
31 }
32 // You can get a copy of either the first or last element in the
33 // vector using "front()" and "back()" member functions.
34 cout << "v.front() is " << v.front() << " v.back() is " << v.back() << endl;
35 // NOte that front() and back() do not remove the elements.
36 // For a vector, you can only remove from the back using "pop_back()",
37 // removing the most recently added element.
38 //The following code loops getting the back() element and removing it.
39 // Also notice the use of the empty() member function.
40 // Also be aware the neither front() nor back() can legally be called
41 // on an empty vector.
42 while(!v.empty())
43 {
44 int b = v.back();
45 v.pop_back();
46 cout << "back element is " << b << " new size " << v.size() << endl;
47 }
48 // There is another vector constructor that is useful. The following
49 // declaration creates a new vector v1 that initially contains 10
50 // elements, all set to the value 100
51 vector<int>v1(10, 100);
52 cout << "Size of v1 is " << v1.size() << endl;
53 cout << "v1[0] is " << v1[0] << endl;
54 // Finally note the "clear()" member function that removes all
55 // elements from the vector.
56 v1.clear();
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57 cout << "Size of V1 after clear is " << v1.size() << endl;
58
59 // The limitation of a vector is that you can only add and remove
60 // elements from the end, so it essentially acts like a LIFO
61 // stack. In many cases we want a FIFO queue where we can add
62 // and remove elements from either the front or back. This is
63 // accomplished using a "double-ended queue" (deque). It has all
64 // the functionality of the vector described above, and also has
65 // "push_front()" and "pop_front()" member functions.
66 deque<int> d1;
67 for (int i = 0; i < 10; ++i)
68 { // Add to back, just like vector
69 d1.push_back(i);
70 }
71 for (int i = 0; i < 10; ++i)
72 { // Add to front
73 d1.push_front(i * 100);
74 }
75 // And print out (and remove) from front to back
76 while(!d1.empty())
77 {
78 int v = d1.front();
79 d1.pop_front();
80 cout << "v is " << v << endl;
81 }
82 // Finally clear the elements. This is technically not neeed
83 // as the destructor for both the vector and deque clear the
84 // elements as the vector/deque is destroyed.
85 d1.clear();
86 cout << "Final size of d1 is " << d1.size() << endl;
87 }
88
89
90
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